Plasmaspheric hiss is a whistler mode wave that is typically observed in the high-density plasmasphere, or high-density plasmaspheric plumes. Occurring between 100 Hz and ~5 kHz, plasmaspehric hiss is an extremely low frequency (ELF) broadband emission that may be observed during all geomagnetic conditions, but typically intensifies during periods of elevated geomagnetic activity. One well-established theory is that the bulk of plasmaspheric hiss originates from whistler mode chorus waves penetrating into the plasmasphere at high latitudes [1,2,3] from a source location close to the equatorial plane at higher L shell. This generation mechanism has also been shown to be able to reproduce observed hiss properties [4, 5, 6] .
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Extended Abstract
Plasmaspheric hiss is a whistler mode wave that is typically observed in the high-density plasmasphere, or high-density plasmaspheric plumes. Occurring between 100 Hz and ~5 kHz, plasmaspehric hiss is an extremely low frequency (ELF) broadband emission that may be observed during all geomagnetic conditions, but typically intensifies during periods of elevated geomagnetic activity. One well-established theory is that the bulk of plasmaspheric hiss originates from whistler mode chorus waves penetrating into the plasmasphere at high latitudes [1, 2, 3 ] from a source location close to the equatorial plane at higher L shell. This generation mechanism has also been shown to be able to reproduce observed hiss properties [4, 5, 6] .
In this study, plasmaspheric hiss wave properties are investigated using Van Allen Probes observations of both electric and magnetic field wave power spectra over a range of different L shells within the plasmasphere. Previous studies have reported both an approximately field aligned, and a highly oblique, population of plasmaspheric hiss waves occurring only at larger L shells within the plasmasphere [7, 8] with predominantly field aligned hiss waves observed at smaller L shells [9] . In contrast, this study reports that the wave normal direction is predominantly field aligned at larger L shells, with a bimodal distribution becoming more apparent at lower L shells. Investigation of the population of oblique plasmaspheric hiss waves reveals that it is most prevalent at L < 3, frequencies greater than 700 Hz, and typically confined between 1900 an 0900 MLT. This MLT structure is similar to that reported for oblique chorus waves outside of the plasmasphere at larger L shell [10] . Ray tracing results, from the HOTRAY model, are consistent with oblique chorus waves as the source of the observed oblique plasmaspheric hiss waves at low L shells. Reasoning is also presented for the absence of these oblique hiss waves in observations at larger L shells within the plasmasphere.
